Advancements Explores Breakthrough Turnkey Solutions, Technology, and
Data for the AI Economy
Exploring an innovative integrated marketplace for Artificial Intelligence tools.
Jupiter, FL, June 7, 2019 — An upcoming episode of Advancements with Ted Danson will explore

integrated marketplaces for Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools and the data assets that fuel them. This
episode is scheduled to broadcast 4Q/2019. Check your local listings for more information.
In this episode, Advancements will focus on Agorai, a global platform that provides an inventory of
turnkey software solutions, technology, and data needed for any company to join the AI Economy.

“We are excited to partner with Advancements to educate people about how artificial intelligence can
accelerate their business results today,” said Josh Sutton, CEO of Agorai. “Agorai connects financial
services, retail, and healthcare companies with its results-driven suite of AI-powered applications that
have been curated to ensure that they deliver immediate impact.”
Viewers will learn how AI is transforming nearly every business on the planet, and how Agorai is delivering
the AI economy to more companies around the world. The show will also look at how the Agorai AI
marketplace enables people building AI tools and applications to access and share assets that would be
otherwise unavailable to them.
“Agorai’s data marketplace helps transfer data ownership to the people who create it and provides access
to AI to the people who need it, around the globe and at scale,” said Amy Casal, senior producer for the
Advancements series.
- Ends About Agorai:
Agorai connects companies, AI software solutions, data assets, and industry expertise to amplify positive
business results. It curates applied AI solutions that are available today, connects them with businesses
that can benefit from them, and helps these businesses to quickly deliver meaningful bottom line
benefits. Simply put, Agorai makes AI understandable, accessible, affordable and profitable.
With offices in New York, London, Singapore, and Kuala Lumpur, Agorai accelerates AI adoption globally.
Agorai’s data assets empower AI, increasing the scale of what businesses can achieve through technology.
Agorai delivers the AI economy.
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About Advancements and DMG Productions:
The Advancements series is an information-based educational show targeting recent advances across a
number of industries and economies. Featuring state-of-the-art solutions and important issues facing
today’s consumers and business professionals, Advancements focuses on cutting-edge developments, and
brings this information to the public with the vision to enlighten about how technology and innovation
continue to transform our world.
Backed by experts in various fields, DMG Productions is dedicated to education and advancement, and to
consistently producing commercial-free, educational programming on which both viewers and networks
depend.
For more info, please visit: AdvancementsTV.com or call Amy Casal at 866-496-4065.

